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The new journal for
European foreign policy

transatlantic Internationale Politik (TIP) i*

the quarterly Engfash-languagc magazine of

the Gunman Cooncilon Foreign Relations

.feattî es a selection of articles, e* n •>

topkal issue* minr

It also presents £ui"pcui

reviews, and a siirv -̂v

.' ot &Syfe$ froffi European hircmn

•is e&seti(&ail reading for e\r riMnc

worlang in the field til pol i -

global economic issues

is interested in European

on international relations.

T i a n s a t \ a n 11 c

United Germany

jsm&st of the German Council

'&$ ikjreign Relations would

• b e ^ g y e a t interest and im-

portance to a wide reader-

•> ship. TIP will be good news

•* indeed to the international

foreign policy community."

Henry A. Kissinger.

lyear (4 issues) $39.80 •

2 year (8 issues} $59,70 (incl. 25% discount) •

3 year (12 issues) $83.50 (incl. 30% discount) D

free sample copy D

Please mark your choice with a cross beside the re-

spective subscription rate

Name

Adress

City/ZIP

Payment enclosed • Bill me O Charge my Mastercard D Visa D Amex •

Account* Exp. Date

Signature

Please send your subscription order or your request for a free copy to
TIP-Subscription Service c/o Aluta Company 5108 Wally Drive El Paso, TX79924-9906
Fax (915)755-4806 e-Mail: tip@fsd.de http://www.dgap.org/english/indexe.htm
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Manipulating the Market
Understanding Economic Sanctions,
Institutional Change, and the Political
Unity of White Rhodesia
David M. Rowe

Rowe looks at five major Rhodesian markets
to explain how target governments and
private actors respond to the imposition of
economic sanctions.

cloth $52.50

Institutions and Innovations
Voters, Parties, and Interest Croups in
the Consolidation of Democracy
—France and Germany, 1870-1939
Marcus Kreuzer

Kreuzer analyzes the troubled history of
French and German political parties to
explain how the willingness of parties to
respond to the mood of voters influences
the consolidation of democracy.

cloth $49.50

Politics of Language in the
Ex-Soviet Muslim Slates
Azerbaijan, Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan
Kyrgystan, Turkmenistan, and T,i|iki-.Lin
Jacob M. Landau and
Barbara Kellner-Heinkele

A unique analysis of language-1 |iolu
the central Asian states of the lormri
Soviet Union.

cloth $47.50

Constructing Nationhood in
Modern East Asia
Jau-wing Chow, Kevin Doak, and
Poshek hi, Editors

This interdisciplinary study explores the role
of culture in the development of national
identity in China, Japan, Korea, Hong Kong,
and Taiwan.

cloth $65.00 | paper $24.95

Nation Work
Asian Elites and National Identities
Timothy Brook and Andre Schmid,
Editors

Questions common assumptions about
nationalism by examining the development
of national identity in China, India, Korea,
and Japan.

paper $19.95 | Now in paper

THE UNIVERSITY OF
The University of Michigan Press • Dept. M£
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Honor, Symbols, and War
Barry O'Neill

"Contributes in a highly original way to the
discussion of ways in which game theory
concepts can contribute to, frame, stimulate,
illuminate, and systematize conventional
thinking about the role of honor and symbols
in the initiation and conduct of war."
—Alexander George, Stanford University

Winner of the Woodrow Wilson
Foundation Award

paper $19.95 | Now in paper

The Power-Conflict Story
A Dynamic Model of Interstate Rivalry
Kelly M. Kadera

Kadera analyzes patterns of behavior in
major world rivalries since 1816 and offers a
model for understanding future interstate
behavior.

cloth $44.50

Taking Trade to the streets
The Lost History of Public Efforts
to Shape Globalization
Susan Ariel Aaronson

Aaronson explores the history of public
criticism of trade agreements and how
citizens built a global movement aimed at
redefining the terms of those agreements.

cloth $29.95

Assessing the Value of Law in
Transition Economies
Peter Murrell, Editor

Contributors examine how the new legal
institutional reforms of capitalism affect
persons in economies that are moving from
Soviet-style socialism to market capitalism.

cloth $70.00 | paper $32.50

Risk-Taking in
International Politics
Prospect Theory in American
Foreign Policy
Rose McDermott

"Examines such important issues that it
should be recommended to students of
foreign policy decision making, political
psychology, and international relations. It
makes an important contribution to our
understanding of risk taking in international
politics." —American Political Science Review

paper $21.95 | Now in paper

Altering Party Systems
Strategic Behavior and the Emergence
of New Political Parties in Western
Democracies
Simon Hug

Demonstrates the crucial interplay between
established and new political parties to show
why some thrive while others fade away.

cloth $47.50

Blueprints for a House Divided
The Constitutional Logic of the
Yugoslav Conflicts
Robert M. Hayden

Argues that international attempts to resolve
the Yugoslav conflicts—rooted in misconcep-
tions—have been doomed from the
beginning.

paper $19.95 | Now in paper

War in a Changing World
Zeev Maoz and Azar Gat, Editors

Explores how political, social, tech-nological,
and cultural changes of the late twentieth
century have affected the nature of war.

cloth $49.50

Credit card buyers may order by
phone (734-764-4392)
or by fax (800-876-1922).

Visit our website at
www.press.umich.edu
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TOLERATION. DIVERSITY. AND GLOBAL JUSTICE
Kok-ChorTan

"This is an intelligent, perceptive, and well-written book, the first that tries
to unite a critical discussion of the philosophical core of political liberalism
with an examination of its application to international relations.... [l]ndeed,
it could function as a guide to the current philosophical literature on
international justice for a scholar or graduate student who wanted to get
acquainted with it." —Charles R. Beitz, Bowdoin College
246 pages • $28.50 cloth

MARKET AND COMMUNITY
THE BASES OF SOCIAL ORDER, REVOLUTION, AND RELEGITIMATION

Mark I. Lichbach and Adam B. Seligman

"This is among the most exciting works of social theory I have read
recently.... The demonstration of the incapacity of rational choice or
culturalist or materialist theory to produce fully satisfactory accounts
manages to be both judicious and brilliant."
190 pages • $14.95 paper —John Markoff, University of Pittsburgh

RADICAL WOMEN IN LATIN AMERICA
LEFT AND RIGHT

Edited by Victoria Gonzalez and Karen Kampwirth

"Kampwirth and Gonzalez have assembled a fine collection of articles
about women and politics in Latin America, one that challenges existing
approaches that have focused largely on studies of leftist or anti-
authoritarian movements.... An essential contribution to the increasingly
sophisticated field of Latin American gender studies."
352 pages • $18.95 paper —Elizabeth Hutchison, University of New Mexico

BOUNDED MISSIONS
MILITARY REGIMES AND DEMOCRATIZATION
IN THE SOUTHERN CONE AND BRAZIL

Craig L. Arceneaux

"The author has undertaken a mammoth task, and completed it well.
Bounded Missions makes a worthy case for restoring civil-military relations
to a central position in policy analysis." —Claude Welch, SUNY—Buffalo
276 pages • $35.00 cloth

820 N. University Drive. SB 1, Suite C • University Park, PA 16802 • 1-800-326-9180 • www.psupress.org
AVAILABLE IN BOOKSTORES. OR FAX TOLL FREE 1-877-PSU-BOOK
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new from the mit press

Legalization
and World Politics
Special Issue of

International
Institutions
An International

edited by Judith L Goldstein,
Miles Kahler, Robert 0. Keohane,
and Anne-Marie Slaughter
Explores the intersection of
international law and world
politics from the viewpoints of
the two disciplines.
336 pp. $24.95 paper

The Coming Crisis
Nuclear Proliferation, U.S.

Interests, and World Order

edited by Victor A. Utgoff
"[TJhis excellent collection of
essays . . . explores many of the
key policy issues prompted by
the spread of nuclear and other
weapons of mass destruction."
— Barry M. Blechman,
President, Defense Forecast
International
BCSIA Studies in International
Security
332 pp. $22.95 paper

Holding the Line
U.S. Defense Alternatives

for the 2 1 " Century

edited by Cindy Williams
"A must-read book for everyone
who cares about the future of
the United States military."
— Andrew Krepinevich, Center
for Strategic and Budgetary
Assessments
BCSIA Studies in International
Security
300 pp. $21.95 paper

Strategic Warfare
in Cyberspace
Gregory J. Rattray
"[E]ssential reading for anyone
concerned with the defense
posture of the United States.
There is nothing else like it."
— Dorothy Denning, Georgetown
University
480 pp. 16 illus., 3 charts
$49.95

http:/ /mitpress.mit .edu

edited by Lisa L Martin
and Beth A. Simmons
Presents a wide range of
theoretical approaches to the
study of international institu-
tions.
442 pp. $27.95 paper

Changing
the Atmosphere
Expert Knowledge

and Environmental Governance

edited by Clark Miller
and Paul N. Edwards
"[A] timely and well-done volume
that delivers what the title
promises: a study of how expert
knowledge and global environ-
mental governance interact in
dealing with anthropogenic
changes of the atmosphere."
— Carlo C. Jaeger, Potsdam
Institute for Climate Impact
Research
375 pp., 12 illus. $26.95 paper

Bridges
and Boundaries
Historians, Political Scientists, and

the Study of International Relations

edited by Colin Elman
and Miriam Fendius Elman
Political scientists and histori-
ans discuss how their disci-
plines can learn from, and
contribute to, one another.
BCSIA Studies in International
Security
400 pp. $24.95 paper

Politics and
Political Change
edited by Robert I. Rotberg

Application of the methods and
practice of political science,
sociology, and economics to the
study of political change
throughout history.
A Journal of Interdisciplinary
History Reader
308 pp. $22.95 paper

Nationalism
and Ethnic Conflict
revised edition

edited by Michael E. Brown,

Owen R. Cote, Jr.,

Sean M. Lynn-Jones,

and Steven E. Miller

Essays from some of the
world's leading analysts of
nationalism, ethnic conflict, and
internal war.
An International Security Reader
475 pp. $27.95 paper

Learning to
Manage Global
Environmental
Risks
Volume 1 : A Comparative History of

Social Responses to Climate

Change, Ozone Depletion, and Acid

Rain

Volume 2: A Functional Analysis of

Social Responses to Climate

Change, Ozone Depletion, and Acid

Rain

The Social Learning Group
foreword by Bert Bolin
Examines how the interplay of
ideas and actions applied to
environmental problems has laid
the foundation for global envi-
ronmental management.
Politics, Science, and the
Environment series
Vol.1: 8 1/2 x 11, 361 pp.,
41 illus. $30 paper
Vol.2: 8 1/2 x 11, 222 pp.,
4 illus. $24 paper

The Middle East
Military Balance
2000-2001
edited by Shai Feldman
and Yiftah Shapir

"[T]he most comprehensive and
objective analysis of Middle East
military developments available
in the open literature."
— Geoffrey Kemp,
The Nixon Center
BCSIA Studies in International
Security
450 pp. $37.95

To order call 800-356-0343 (US & Canada) or 617-625-8569. Prices subject to change without notice.
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Parties, Politics, and
Democracy in the
New Southern Europe
edited by R Nikiforos Diamandouros
and Richard Gunther

In the acclaimed Politics of Democratic
Consolidation, the authors showed how
democratization unfolded in Greece,
Italy, Portugal, and Spain, culminating
in consolidated democratic regimes. In
this volume they present systematic
analyses of the basic institutions of
government and of the dynamics of
electoral competition in the four
countries (set in comparative context
alongside several other democracies).

$18.95 paperback

Third World Politics
A Comparative Introduction
third edition
Paul Cammack, David Pool,
and William Tordoff
This widely used text offers a compara-
tive and thematic introduction to Third
World politics, placing the subject in a
historical, social, and international
context. The third edition has been
revised and updated throughout to cover
key developments of the 1990s,
especially the impact of globalization,
democratization, and the collapse of
communism.

"The authors are to be complimented
for writing a splendid introductory text
for undergraduate students that avoids
oversimplification, excessive case-study
empiricism and unduly abstract
comparative theory."—Barry Munslow,
Third World Quarterly, reviewing the
previous edition

$21.50 paperback

Global Human Smuggling
Comparative Perspectives
edited by David Kyle and Rey Koslowski

"Illegal immigration and those who
profit from it are topics of great interest
to the general public and scholars alike.
In this careful scholarly examination of
the subject, the authors place the issues
in historical and comparative context,
examining the emergence of interna-
tional law and a global moral order of
human rights while also exploring the
political and economic aspects of the
illicit traffic in people."—Chris Chase-
Dunn, University of California,
Riverside

$18.95 paperback

Regional Russia in
Transition
Studies from Yaroslavl'
edited by Jeffrey W. Hahn
Russia's sub-national democratization
will largely shape Russians' views of
their new government, willingness to
participate in it, and trust in its ability to
deliver. Regional and local government
not only are nearer to ordinary citizens
but have, under Russia's federated
constitution, highly important economic
and social functions. Regional Russia in
Transition: Studies from Yaroslavl'
examines democracy in a central region
of Russia, a largely industrialized
heartland off the beaten path from
Moscow and Leningrad.

Woodrow Wilson Center Press

$45.00 hardcover

The Johns Hopkins University Press
1-800-537-5487 • www.jhupbooks.com
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New in W O r l d

Problematic Sovereignty
Contested Rules and Political Possibilities

Edited by Stephen D. Krasner

"Addresses issues of great contemporary importance in

world politics in a fresh and provocative way and artfully

engages theoretical debates with in-depth, very high-quali-

ty case studies." —Daniel Deudney, Johns Hopkins University
502 pages • $49.50 cloth • $22.50 paper

Violent Peace
Militarized Interstate Bargaining in Latin America

David R. Mares

"A brilliant synthesis of theory and historical case studies

that characterized the 'violent peace' of Latin America, this

book advances the study of inter-American security to a

new level of sophistication." —Gabriel Marcella, U.S. Army

War College

398 pages • $49.50 cloth • $19.50 paper

The Ties That Divide
Ethnic Politics, Foreign Policy, and International Conflict

Stephen M. Saideman

Examining the Congo Crisis, the Nigerian Civil War, and

Yugoslavia's civil wars, Saideman argues that domestic political

competition compels countries to support the side of an ethnic

conflict with which its constituents share ethnicities.
348 pages • $49.50 cloth • $19.50 paper

Globalization and the European Political
Economy
Edited by Steven Weber

This book evaluates a set of propositions about globalization In

several settings: corporate governance, "sin regulation," regional

economic development, fiscal reform, new equity markets, and

legitimating discourse.
378 pages • $49.50 cloth • $19.50 paper

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY PRESS
columbia.edu/cu/cup 800-944-8648
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The Best in World Politics from Cambridge

The Law of War
Second Edition

Ingrid Detter
0-521-78256-2
0-521-78775-0

Hardback
Paperback

$110.00
$39.95

Communication and Democratic
Reform in South Africa
Robert 8. Horwitz
0-521-79166-9 Hardback $59.95

Reforming the State
Fiscal and Welfare Reform in Post-Socialist
Countries

Janos Kornai, Stephan Haggard, and
Robert R. Kaufman, Editors
0-521-77301-6 Hardback $69.95
0-521-77488-8 Paperback $24.95

Individuals, Institutions, and
Markets
C. Mantzavinos
Political Economy of Institutions and Decisions
0-521-77358-X Hardback $54.95

Judging the Past in Unified
Germany
A.James McAdams
0-521-80208-3 Hardback $52.95
0-521-00139-0 Paperback $19.95

Available in bookstores or from

Rules and Reason
Perspectives on Constitutional Political
Economy

Ram Mudambi, Pietro Navarra, and

Giuseppe Sobbria, Editors
0-521-65057-7 Hardback $64.95
0-521-65959-0 Paperback $22.95

Political Parties, Games and
Redistribution
Rosa Mule
0-521-79008-5 Hardback $54.95
0-521-79358-0 Paperback $19.95

The War for Palestine
Rewriting the History of 1948

Eugene L Rogan andAvi Shlaim, Editors
Cambridge Middle East Studies 15
0-521-79139-1 Hardback $54.95
0-521-79476-5 Paperback $19.95

Second Metropolis
Pragmatic Pluralism in Gilded Age Chicago,
Silver Age Moscow, and Meiji Osaka
Blair A. Ruble
Woodrow Wilson Center Press Series
0-521-80179-6 Hardback $34.95

Reshaping National Intelligence
for an Age of Information
Gregory F. Treverton
RAND Studies in Policy Analysis

0-521-58096-X Hardback $34.95

A History of Iraq
Charles Tripp
0-521-55404-7 Hardback
0-521-55633-3 Paperback

$59.95
$19.95

Power and Wealth in Rural China
The Political Economy of Institutional Change

Susan H.Whiting
Cambridge Modem China Series
0-521-62322-7 Hardback $59.95

_j (~* * T v r T n j T T i r ^ T H 40 Wcst 20th street-New York>NY10011-4211
g» .g V_>iViVl_DlVlJJvJ-t! / Call toll-free 800-872-7423 Web site: us.cambridge.org/politicalscicn
\8$r U N I V E R S I T Y PRESS AmEx/MasterCard/VISA accepted. Prices subject to change.
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